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Abstract
We present a method to determine lower and upper bounds to the predicted production or any other economic
objective from history-matched reservoir models. The method consists of two steps: 1) Performing a traditional
computer-assisted history match of a reservoir model with the objective to minimize the mismatch between
predicted and observed production data through adjusting the grid block permeability values of the model. 2)
Performing two optimization exercises to minimize and maximize an economic objective over the remaining
field life, for a fixed production strategy, by manipulating the same grid block permeabilities, however without
significantly changing the mismatch obtained under step 1. This is accomplished through a hierarchical
optimization procedure that limits the solution space of a secondary optimization problem to the (approximate)
null-space of the primary optimization problem. We applied this procedure to two different reservoir models. We
performed a history match based on synthetic data, starting from a uniform prior, and using a gradient-based
minimization procedure. After history matching, minimization and maximization of net present value (NPV),
using a fixed control strategy, were executed as secondary optimization problems by changing the model
parameters while staying close to the null space of the primary optimization problem. In the other words we
optimized the secondary objective functions, while requiring that optimality of the primary objective (a good
history match) was preserved. This method therefore provides a way to quantify the economic consequences of
the well-known problem that history matching is a strongly ill-posed problem. We also investigated how this
method can be used as a means to assess the cost effectiveness of acquiring different data types to reduce the
uncertainty in the expected NPV.
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1. Introduction
It is well-known that assimilation of production data into reservoir models is an ill-posed problem; see e.g.
Watson et al.(1984), Tavassoli et al. (2004) or Oliver et al. (2008). This is mainly because generally the number
of uncertain model parameters largely supersedes the number of measurements. Moreover, the measurements are
strongly correlated because they originate from a relatively small number of sources: the wells. As a result, they
contain less information about the true value of the model parameters than could be expected based solely on the
number of data points. A relevant question in view of the purpose of large-scale, physics-based reservoir models
is how much the long-term predictions can vary because of the ill-posedness of the assimilation problem. In
other words, what may be the economic consequences of the lack of information about the reservoir in the
measurements?
In most practical circumstances, this question is addressed by constructing and history-matching low and high
case models, besides the nominal model. Alternatively, a set of model realizations can be used in a dataassimilation algorithm to obtain an entire collection of predictions, as is the case with ensemble Kalman filter
(EnKF) methods, see, e.g., Evensen (2009) and Aanonsen et al. (2009). However, in either way the resulting
history-matched models are heavily influenced by the prior information that went into the data-assimilation
process. Hence, properly answering the question stated above requires either some (heuristic) method to translate
static geological properties to flow behavior or economic performance, or requires many forward simulation runs
to obtain a proper low or high case prior model. These methods may be either unreliable or impractical to
provide a good measure of the economic consequences of the lack of knowledge about the true field.
In this paper a method is introduced to search for lower and upper bounds on predicted production (or any other
economic objective) over the remaining life of a field, using a history-matched model.. The method consists of
two steps: 1) Performing a traditional computer-assisted history match of a reservoir model with the objective to
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minimize the mismatch between predicted and observed production data through adjusting the permeability
values of the model. 2) Performing two optimization exercises to minimize and maximize an economic objective
over the remaining field life, for a fixed production strategy, by manipulating the same grid block permeabilities,
however without significantly changing the mismatch obtained under step 1. To achieve this we make use of the
fact that history matching through adjusting grid block parameters is an ill-posed problem such that many
combinations of parameter values may result in (nearly) identical mismatch values.
2. Problem definition
The problem of determining a history-matched model that provides either a lower or an upper bound on the
predicted economic performance over the life of a reservoir is essentially a multi-objective optimization
problem. For a general overview of multi-objective optimization, see, e.g., Marler and Arora (2004). The first
objective is to find a certain realization of model parameters that minimizes the error between the measured and
simulated production data, which can be expressed through a quantitative objective function V, e.g. mean square
difference. The second objective relates to finding a set of parameter values that – for a certain future production
strategy – minimizes or maximizes some economic cost function J, e.g. net present value (NPV). However, the
multiple objectives are not of the same importance; priority lies with obtaining a good history-match, while
determining a lower or upper bound on predicted economic performance serves as secondary objective. To that
end, the multi-objective optimization problem may be cast into a hierarchical optimization problem, as presented
in Haimes and Li (1988) and more recently specifically for oil production optimization in van Essen et al.
(2011), Chen et al. (2012) and Fonseca et al. (2014). In this structure, optimization of a (secondary) economic
cost function J is constrained by the requirement that the (primary) quantitative history-matching cost function V
must remain close to its minimal value Vmin. This requires solving the following two (hierarchical) optimization
problems,
Vmin  min V  θ, u  ,

(1)

s.t . g k 1  u k , x k , x k 1 , θ   0, k  0, , K  1, x 0  x0 ,

(2)

c k 1  u k 1 , x k 1 , θ   0 ,

(3)

θ

and
max J  θ, u 
θ

or

min J  θ, u  ,
θ

(4)

s.t . g k 1  u k , x k , x k 1 , θ   0, k  0, , K  1, x 0  x0 ,

(5)

c k 1  u k 1 , x k 1 , θ   0 ,

(6)

V  θ   Vmin   ,

(7)

where u is the fixed control vector (input vector), x is the state vector (typically grid block pressures and
saturations), g is a vector-valued function that represents the system equations, x0 is a vector of the initial
conditions of the reservoir, the subscript k indicates discrete time, and K is the total number of time steps. The
vector of inequality constraints c relates to the capacity limitations of the wells. The term ε is an arbitrary small
value compared to Vmin. In order to solve the secondary optimization problem, given in Eq. 4 to Eq. 7, first a
(single) optimal solution to the primary optimization problem Eq. 1 to Eq. 3 is required to determine Vmin. The
optimal solution to the primary problem θ1* can serve as feasible initial guess for the secondary problem. Note
that the second optimization problem is also solved in terms of , while the values of the control u remain
unchanged. The search space of the secondary problem is now constrained by the null-space of the primary
objective function at a value of Vmin, through inequality constraint Eq. 7. In other words, the redundant degrees of
freedom (DOF) of the primary problem are the DOF of the secondary problem. The motivation for using the
constraint Eq. 7 is actually twofold. If ε is arbitrarily small (or even equal to 0) the parameter space that remains
is actually the null space within the parameter space, which can be substantial because of the generally ill-posed
nature of the inverse history-matching problem. Any changes of the model parameters within that null-space will
have no effect on the value of the used quantitative history-match quality indicator, i.e. the objective function V.
For ε > 0 the corresponding parameter space that satisfies Eq. 7 can be given the interpretation of a parameter
uncertainty set, with a clear statistical interpretation, in the case of Gaussian noise disturbances on the data. The
statistical uncertainty set then results from a hypothesis test based on the so-called likelihood ratio test, and is
characterized by level sets of the likelihood function V(). See e.g. Quinn et al (2005) for the case of nonlinear
models, and den Dekker et al. (2008) for linear models. This implies that under appropriate noise conditions, we
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can, for every value of ε > 0, connect a probability level to the parameter uncertainty set defined by Eq. 7, and
thus account for the variability of the history-matched parameters in the subsequent secondary economic
optimization problem.
3. Methodology
In van Essen et al. (2011), the primary optimization problem is attacked using a gradient-based search algorithm.
(Note that in that study the optimization variables were the inputs u, while here they are the model parameters .)
The gradients are obtained using a system of adjoint equations which is solved backwards in time once,
regardless of the number of optimization parameters. (See Jansen (2011) for an overview of adjoint-based
optimization in porous media flow, and Kraaijevanger et al. (2007) for the specific implementation used in this
study.) . Subsequently, the secondary optimization problem was also attacked using a gradient-based search
algorithm. However, the secondary problem was executed with the addition of projecting the search direction
onto a second-order approximation of the null-space with respect to the optimality constraint defined in equation
(7). The second-order approximation was explicitly determined through a forward difference scheme using firstorder information obtained with the adjoint. Unfortunately, using this approach the number of forward and
backward simulations is proportional to the number of optimization parameters. Hence, for the assimilation of
production data this method is in most cases computationally infeasible.
In Van Essen et al. (2011), also an alternative method is introduced to solve the hierarchical optimization
problem without explicitly calculating the null-space with respect to equation (7). It uses an ‘on-off’ type
weighted objective function with weighting functions Ω1 and Ω2:
W  1 (V )  V   2 (V )  J

(8)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are ‘switching’ functions of V and J that take on values of 1 and 0 (‘on’ and ‘off’) or vice versa,

1 if V  Vmin  
,
1 V   
0 if V  Vmin  

0 if V  Vmin  
2 V   
1 if V  Vmin  

(9)

Here, ε is the threshold value as defined in inequality constraint equation (7). The gradients of W with respect to
the model parameters θ for iteration n+1 is then simply,
W
θ

 1 Vn  
n 1

V
θ

  2 Vn  
n 1

J
θ

(10)
n 1

Solving the secondary optimization problem sequentially, using W as defined in equation (8), gives improving
directions for either V or J. With each iteration, the value of J either increases while the value of V decreases or
the other way around, as the solution moves to and from the feasible region with respect to inequality constraint
equation (7). If there exist redundant DOF with respect to the primary problem, improvement of J is possible
while satisfying equation (7) and convergence of the hierarchical optimization will occur in a ‘zig-zag’ fashion,
as schematically represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the iterative process of solving a hierarchical optimization problem using
a weighted objective function, as described by Eq. 8. The process converges towards a final solution in a
‘zigzag’-fashion, moving into and out of the feasible region bounded by the optimal solutions of the primary
objective function. (After Van Essen et al. 2011).
To improve convergence speed, as presented above and in Van Essen et al. (2011), a small adaptation to the
switching algorithm can be made. By projecting the gradients of secondary objective function J onto the firstorder approximation of the null-space of the primary objective function V, the resulting update of θ will keep V
closer to Vmin. Mathematically this becomes

J J
J
J 
P 

 I  P||   θ  I 
θ θ
θ



T
V V 

θ θ  ,
T
V V 

θ θ 

(11)

where we use the convention that the derivative of a scalar with respect to a vector is a row vector. P|| is a matrix
that projects J / θ on V / θ and ( J / θ ) P is the orthogonally complementary projection which ensures
that the step towards the secondary objective function is taken in a direction (near-)parallel to the ‘ridge’ in the
primary objective function. Inserting equation (11) in equation (8) gives an alternative switching search direction
d for solving the hierarchical optimization problem

d n 1



V
J
I 
 1 Vn  
  2 Vn  
θ n 1
θ n 1 





n 1 
.
T

V
V

θ n 1 θ n 1 

V
θ

T

V
n 1 θ

(12)

The switching algorithm using the projected gradient d was used in the following example to illustrate the
performance of the method.
4. Primary and secondary objective functions
Two different reservoir models are used in this paper with the goal of determining lower and upper bounds on
the expected economic performance over the remaining life of the field by changing the permeability field, while
the model stays compliant with historic data over the history matching period. Consequently the primary
objective function, V(θ), is defined as data mismatch between observations and simulated data:
V  θ    d  h  θ   Pv1  d  h  θ   ,
T
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where θ is a vector of unknown model parameters, d is a vector of data (measurements), h is a vector valuedfunction that relates the model parameters to the model outputs (i.e. the simulated data), and Pv is a covariance
matrix of data errors.
The secondary objective function, J, is of an economic type, generally NPV,
Ninj
 N prod



 rwi   ywi , j  




r
y
r
y








wp
wp , j k
o
o, j k 
K
k


j 1
j 1
t k  ,
J  
tk


k 1


(1  b) t



(14)

where ywp,j is the water production rate of well j, yo,j is the oil production rate of well j, ywi,j is the water injection
rate of well j, rwi, rwp and ro are water injection costs, water production costs and oil revenue respectively, Δtk is
the time interval of time step k in days, b is the discount rate for a reference time τt, and Ninj and Nprod are the
number of injection and production wells.
5. Egg model example
In this first example, initially presented by Van Essen et al. (2010), we consider a three-dimensional oil reservoir
model, introduced for a different purpose in van Essen et al. (2009). The reservoir model consists of 18,553
active grid blocks, as depicted in Figure 2, and has dimensions of 480×480×28 m. Its geological structure
involves a network of fossilized meandering channels of high permeability. The average reservoir pressure is
40.0 MPa. All remaining geological and fluid properties used in this example are presented in Table 1. The
reservoir model contains eight injection wells and four production wells. The near-wellbore flow is modeled
using a Peaceman well model.

Figure 2: Three-dimensional oil reservoir model with eight injection and four production wells, after Van Essen
et al., 2009. Its geological structure involves a network of fossilized meandering channels of high permeability in
a low-permeability background.
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Table 1: Geological and fluid properties for the example
Symbol

Variable

Value

Units



Porosity

0.20

-

ρo

Oil density

800

kg/m3

ρw

Water density

1000

kg/m3

co

Oil compressibility

1.00 × 10-10

1/Pa

-10

1/Pa

-3

Pa s

-3

Pa s

cw
μo

Water compressibility
Dynamic oil viscosity

1.00 × 10

5.00 × 10

μw

Dynamic water viscosity

1.00 × 10

pc

Capillary pressure

0

Pa

During the first 1.5 years of production from the reservoir, the bottomhole pressures of the producers are kept at
a constant value of 39.5 MPa. During that time, the injection rates of all eight injectors are prescribed to fluctuate
monthly with a uniform probability distribution around an average value of 5.52 × 10-4 m3/s (300 bbl/day) and a
maximal offset ± 9.2 × 10-4 m3/s (50 bbl/day). Monthly production measurements are taken of the flowing
bottomhole pressures of the eight injectors and the oil and water rates of the four producers, on top of which no
noise is superimposed. Thus, the total number of measurements is 288.
In this example historic data are available over the first 1.5 years of production and lower and upper bounds on
expected economic performance are determined over the remaining life of the field – from 1.5 to 6.0 years – by
changing model properties (gridblock permeabilities) , while the model stays compliant with historic data over
the first 1.5 years of production. In this example the water injection costs rwi, the water production costs rwp and
the oil revenue ro are assumed constant at values of 0 $/m3, -1 $/m3 and 9 $/m3 respectively. The discount rate, b,
in this example is zero. The upper and lower bounds of the NPV can only be determined for a given (fixed)
control strategy. In this example, a reactive control approach is used that is evaluated on a field level. All
injection wells are assumed to continuously operate on their average injection rate of 5.52 × 10-4 m3/s and the
production wells on their fixed bottomhole pressure of 39.5 MPa. The instant that the field watercut exceeds
0.90, all wells are shut-in. Note that this threshold is related to the ratio between oil revenue ro and water
production costs rwp. To determine the history-matched models that provide the lower and upper bound on NPV
for the remaining producing life, two hierarchical optimization procedures are initiated. They terminate when the
feasible updates no longer result in a significant change in NPV. Figure 3 depicts the measured production data,
along with the simulated production data originating from the final lower and upper bound model, resulting from
the hierarchical optimization method. It shows that the errors between measured and simulated bottomhole
pressures of the injectors and fractional flow rates of the producers are very small for both the lower and upper
bound models. Thus, the condition that the updated models maintain a good history match is met. However, in
Figure 4 it can be observed that the permeability fields of both models are quite different. These differences have
a large impact on the predicted production data given the assumed reactive production strategy, as can be
observed in Figure 5. Moreover the change in permeability in the near-well areas around the injectors has a
strong effect on the pressure response of the injectors. Finally, Figure 6 shows the actual lower and upper bounds
on predicted NPV over time, in terms of NPV for the entire producing reservoir life (6 years), and in terms of
incremental NPV for just the remaining (future) producing reservoir life (4.5 years). It can be observed that the
upper and lower bounds of the incremental NPV are 63% above and below their average value.
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Figure 3: Measured production data of the first 1.5 years of production from the (synthetic) 3D reservoir, along
with the simulated production data originating from the lower and upper bound models.

Figure 4: Permeability fields of the lower bound 3D reservoir model (a) and upper bound 3D reservoir model
(b) determined after the first 1.5 years of production.
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Figure 5: Measured production data of first 1.5 years of production from the (synthetic) 3D reservoir, along
with the simulated production data for the remaining 4.5 years of production until the end of the field’s life,
originating from the lower and upper bound models.
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historic (first 1.5 year) and future (from 1.5 to 6 years) increase in NPV over time. The plot on the right side only
shows the incremental NPV for the remaining (future) 4.5 years of production.
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6. Brugge model example
In the second experiment we use data from the Brugge benchmark workshop organized in 2009 (Peters et al.,
2010, 2013). In the original bench mark study, the ‘truth’ case used to generate the data was not disclosed and
therefore, in this work we use a new ‘truth’ honouring all well logs, geological descriptions distributions of
geological model parameters, porosity/permeability relations and the geological structure of the Brugge field.
Figure 7 depicts the new ‘true’ Brugge permeability field, which is used to generate synthetic data. Blue and red
bars in Figure 7 represent injectors and producers respectively. The fluid properties and Corey exponents used in
this example are given in Table 2.

Figure 7: Permeability field with 11 injection wells and 20 production wells. The blue surface indicates the oilwater contact.

Table 2: Fluid properties and Corey exponents for the Brugge field example.
Symbol
ρo
ρw
co
cw
μo
μw
Swc
Sor
k0rw
k0ro
nw
no

Variable
Oil density
Water density
Oil compressibility
Water compressibility
Dynamic oil viscosity
Dynamic water viscosity
Connate water saturation
Residual oil saturation
End point water rel perm
End point oil rel perm
Water Corey exponent
Oil Corey exponent

Value
897
1000.28
10.3 × 10-10
4.35 × 10-10
1.29 × 10-3
0.32 × 10-3
0.266
0.15
0.6
0.4
3
5

Units
kg/m3
kg/m3
1/Pa
1/Pa
Pa s
Pa s
-

The reservoir model consists of 60,048 active grid blocks, and has dimensions of 3km×10km×80 m. It contains
11 injection wells located near the rim of the oil-water contact at a depth of 1678m from the surface and 20
production wells, as depicted in Figure 7. Wells are located in the grid block centers, and we use a standard
Peaceman well inflow model. During the first 10 years of production (the history matching period) all production
wells are constrained to a minimum pressure of 4.9 MPa and a maximum liquid rate of 3.7 × 10-3 m3/s and all
injection wells operate at a constant water flow rate of 7.4 × 103 m3/s. Moreover, production wells are shut-in
individually if the water fraction in the produced liquid is above 90%. After the history matching period (10
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years), closed wells are reopened. Wells are drilled according to the time scheme presented in the Brugge
workshop (Peters, et al., 2009).
6.1. Historical data
In this example historical data are available over the first 10 years of production and lower and upper bounds on
expected economic performance are determined over the remaining life of the field – from 10 to 30 years – by
changing the permeability field, while the model stays compliant with historic data over the first 10 years of
production. Time-lapse seismic data as well as production data are used as historic data. Production data consist
of periodic measurements of water and oil rates in the producers. Independent measurement errors are generated
from Gaussian distributions with zero mean and standard deviations equal to 10% percent of the original
measurements. Negative production rates, after the addition of noise, are reset to zero. Because the measurement
errors are independent, the error covariance matrix is diagonal.
6.2. Multi-objective optimization settings
Using equation (13) as the primary objective function and equation (14) as the secondary objective function two
hierarchical optimization procedures are conducted to determine the history-matched models that provide the
lower and upper bounds on NPV for the remaining producing life. The procedures are terminated when the
feasible updates no longer result in a significant changes in objective function value. The starting point for the
assisted history matching process (primary objective function) is selected randomly out of 104 available prior
models in the Brugge data set. The prior model is iteratively conditioned to historical data by adjusting the
horizontal gridblock permeability values. In this experiment the water injection cost rwi, the water production
cost rwp and the oil revenue ro are assumed constant at values of 5 $/bbl, -5 $/bbl and 80 $/bbl respectively. The
discount rate, b, is set to 10%.
6.3. Results: History matching based on production data
In this example, history matching is performed based on production data. We constrain the search space of the
secondary problem by choosing the threshold value of equation (7) as 0.5% of the minimum of the primary
objective function. Figure 8 depicts the historical data and the lower and upper bounds of water production in the
first eight producers as an example of the typical ranges of the bounds. The history matching and forecasting
periods are separated by a dashed line. Blue and red colours represent the lower and upper bounds of oil and
water production. Figure 9 despicts the the injection pressures in the firs four injectors. Unlike in the results for
the previous example, depicted in Figure 5, there is no jump in the pressures at the beginning of the forecasting
period because they have already reached their maximum allowable values. Figure 10 depicts the historical data
and the lower and upper bounds for the cumulative oil and water production of the entire field.
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Figure 8:: Historical annd predicted water
w
producttion over 30 years of production for the f irst eight producers for
the Bruggge field exampple.
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Figure 9:: Historical annd predicted injection
i
presssures over 30
0 years of prod
duction for thee first four injjectors for
the Bruggge field exampple.

Figure 100: Historical and
a predicted
d cumulative ooil production
n (left) and wa
ater productioon (right) overr 30 years
of producction.
As can bbe seen in Figgure 10 the lower bound annd upper boun
nd models pro
oduce the sam
me history bu
ut different
forecast. Moreover Figgure 11 depiccts the econom
mic performaance (NPV) off the upper annd lower boun
nd models
over time for the enttire productio
on life, incluuding the histtory and the prediction. IIn this experriment the
incremenntal NPV of the
t upper bou
und model is 19.5% higheer than the incremental NPPV of the low
wer bound
model.

t
for the lo
ower and uppper bound reseervoir modelss. The plot on the left show
ws both the
Figure 111: NPV over time
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historic (f
(first 10 yearss) and future (from 10 to 330 years) increease in NPV over time. Thhe plot on the right side
only show
ws the incremeental NPV forr the remaininng (future) 20 years of prod
duction. Note tthat the right figure
f
is a
blown-upp version of a part
p of the lefft one.
Figure 122 shows the diifferences betw
ween the loweer and upper bound
b
permeaability fields ffor all nine lay
yers of the
field. It ccan be observeed in Figure 12
1 that the peermeability fieelds of both models
m
are diff
fferent, especially in the
producingg layers. These differencess have an imppact on the predicted
p
prod
duction data w
while they ressult in the
same prooduction historry, as can be observed in F
Figure 10. Wee note that altthough the peermeability vaalues away
from the wells are morre likely to bee in the null sp
space (i.e. to have
h
room forr variation), thhey also have less of an
effect on the output inn the wells. Apparently
A
the optimization
n algorithm did not producee significant changes
c
in
these valuues because thhat would nott have changeed the resultin
ng NPV. Com
mputation of thhese result req
quired 200
pairs of fo
forward and baackward (adjo
oint) simulatioons, where eacch pair took, on
o average, 7886 s.

Figure 12: Differencee between thee lower and uupper bound permeability fields. All ppermeability values
v
are
expressedd as the naturaal logarithm of
o permeability
ty in mD.
6.4. Effeect of data typ
pe
In the preevious sectionn we obtained
d the lower an
and upper bou
und models baased on produuction data. In
n order to
investigatte the effect of
o data type on
o the upper aand lower bou
und models, two more expperiments are conducted
based on different dataa types. In thee first experim
ment the uppeer and lower bound
b
modelss are obtained
d based on
interpreteed time lapse seismic data (saturation
(
maaps) and prod
duction data. The
T saturationn maps are gen
nerated by
simulatinng the “truth” and adding independent
i
m
measurement errors by sam
mpling from a Gaussian distribution
with zeroo mean and standard deviattions equal to 10% percent of the simulaated saturationn values. As before,
b
we
constrainn the search sppace of the seccondary probllem by choosing the thresh
hold value of eequation (7) as
a 0.5% of
the minim
mum of the prrimary objectiive function. T
The second ex
xperiment involves assimilaation of both time-lapse
t
seismic aand productioon data whilee also prior iinformation is
i added to th
he primary oobjective funcction as a
regularizaation term. Figure
F
13 sho
ows the increm
mental NPV difference beetween the loower and upp
per bound
models oobtained usingg different daata types. Ass can be seen
n in Figure 13,
1 the increm
mental NPV difference
decreasess by adding more
m
informatio
on.
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Figure 133: Difference between the upper
u
bound and lower bo
ound incremen
ntal NPV valuues for modelss obtained
based on different dataa types.
6.5. Effeect of threshoold value
In this seection we inveestigate the efffect of the thrreshold value,, ɛ, in equation (7). We connstrain the seaarch space
of the seccondary probllem to differeent extents byy choosing a range
r
of thresshold values vvarying betweeen 0.15%
and 1.5%
% of the miniimum of the primary objeective function
n. Interpreted time-lapse sseismic data (saturation
(
maps) annd production data formed the historicall data, and tw
wo hierarchical multi-objecttive optimizattions were
conductedd to find the lower
l
and bou
unds for the rreservoir mod
del for differen
nt threshold vvalues. Figure 14 shows
the increm
mental NPV difference
d
betw
ween the uppeer and the low
wer bound mod
dels versus thee threshold vaalue .

Figure 14: Incrementaal NPV differrence betweeen the upper bound and th
he lower bouund model forr different
epsilon vaalues.
Figure 155 depicts how the primary and
a secondaryy objective fun
nctions chang
ge for differennt values of . Figure 14
and Figurre 15 show thhat as the threeshold value iin equation (7
7) increases th
he difference between the lower and
upper moodel values off incremental NPV increasees also. Howeever, the effect is not veryy large and ev
ven for the
lowest thrreshold value ( = 0.15%), a difference oof approximately 17% in incremental NPPV is obtained
d.
We note that the lowerr and upper bounds have beeen obtained by a gradient--based optimiization techniq
que which
may have resulted in local rather than global optima. Low
wer lower bou
unds and highher upper bounds may
therefore exist.
We also note that bothh the red and the blue curvves can be intterpreted as parts
p
of (approoximate) Pareeto curves.
Points onn a Pareto curvve are at the boundary of thhe feasible set of solutions in
n the bi-objecctive space, an
nd recently
several sttudies have beeen performed
d to characterrise a full Parreto curves for bi-objectivee flooding opttimization;
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see, e.g., Liu and Reyynolds (2016). Such a curvve gives the decision
d
makeer the opportuunity to selecct between
competinng objectives, i.e. to achiev
ve a large valuue of the seco
ondary objecttive function aat the price of
o a strong
drop in thhe primary obbjective functiion value, or a somewhat sm
maller second
dary objectivee function valu
ue without
losing muuch of the prim
mary objectivee function vallue.

Figure 155: Secondary objective fun
nction value vversus its corrresponding prrimary objectiive function value,
v
both
expressedd as incremental NPV.
7. Discussion
In the cuurrent paper we
w used gridblock permeabbilities as histtory matching
g parameters. However thee proposed
method ccould equally well
w be applieed using otherr parameters, e.g.
e porosities, fault multiplliers or aquifeer strength.
Moreoverr, other data types
t
than thee production data and interpreted time-llapse seismic that we used
d could be
assimilateed. We note that
t
the use of
o gradients w
with respect to
o the history matching
m
paraameters is an important
ingrediennt in our method. This implies that we neeed a techniqu
ue to computee those gradiennts. We used an adjoint
method, w
which is compputationally very efficient. H
However it is, in theory, also possible too implement our method
using appproximate graadients obtaineed with e.g. th
the simultaneo
ous perturbation stochastic approximatio
on (SPSA)
techniquee, see Spall (1998),
(
or enssemble optim
mization (EnOpt); see Chen
n et al. (20099) for the bassics of the
method aand Fonseca et al. (2014)) for an impplementation in
i hierarchicaal optimizatioon. The latterr (EnOpt)
approachh also allows for
fo the inclusio
on of uncertainnty in the reseervoir models; see Fonseca et al. (2015).
We noote that our method
m
has theeoretical linkss to the use off level sets to relax the prim
mary objectiv
ve function
constrainnt in hierarchiccal optimizatiion as discusssed in the lastt paragraph of Section 2. M
Moreover, wee note that
n methods coould be applieed to solve the hierarchicall optimization
n problem.
other weaak-constrainedd optimization
The currrent implemenntation has shown to be robust in vaarious applications using bboth adjoint-b
based and
ensemblee-based techniiques (Van Essen et al. (20111), Chen et al. (2012), Fon
nseca et al. (20014).
The ddetermination of lower and upper
u
bounds of future production using different typees of data, as performed
p
in the Bruugge examplee, can be interrpreted as a m
means to assess the cost effeectiveness of aacquiring diffferent data
types to rreduce the unccertainty in th
he expected N
NPV. It is tem
mpting to interp
pret this as a w
way to assesss the value
of inform
mation (VOI) of those meeasurements bbut because we
w do not kn
now the statisstical properties of the
forecastedd NPV we cann not draw conclusions aboout the changee in expected value
v
of thosee forecasts and
d therefore
our methood does not trruly provide th
he VOI. (For detailed inforrmation about the the conceept of VOI seee Bratvold
et al., 20009 or Eidsvik et al., 2015.)
8. Con
nclusions
In this paaper, we presennted a hierarcchical optimizaation method to determine lower and uppper bounds on
n predicted
productioon from historry-matched mo
odels. We connclude that:
 T
The non-uniqqueness of hisstory matchedd models imp
plies that futurre productionn can only be predicted
w
within boundss.
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The non-uniqueness implies the presence of remaining degrees of freedom after history matching (i.e.
after solving the primary optimization problem) which can be used to determine lower and upper
bounds on future production through solving two secondary optimization problems.
The method proposed in our paper provides a way to gain more insight in the possible economic
consequences of the lack of information in historic data. These consequences can be represented by
total production, ultimate recovery, (incremental) NPV or any other economic measure.
The method is not limited to historic production data. Alternative data sources, e.g. time-lapse seismic
data, can be used to determine the impact on the predicted economic performance. Hence, this method
may also play a role in the quantification of the value of information.
Introducing more data sources, e.g. time-lapse seismic or prior information, results in smaller
differences in economic performance (incremental NPV) between the lower and upper bound models.
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